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Sea of Dreams Random House
Oskar and Sebastian, both brilliant physicists, have
been close friends ever since they first met at
university. But now their relationship is strained
by distance, competing philosophies, and Oskar’s
belief that Sebastian fell into mediocrity after
having a wife and child. When Sebastian’s is
seemingly kidnapped, their friendship is further
tested, because Sebastian will go to grisly lengths
to protect his family, even if it puts the lives of
those around him in jeopardy. Fast-paced and
mind-bendingly intelligent, In Free Fall is an
unforgettable ride through a world where nothing,
not even one’s own senses, can be trusted.

New Year edition text + kritik
Eagerly visiting New York to escape her
suffocating family, young Englishwoman
Sophie clashes with her hostess's arrogant
grandson, who follows her back to England
with an unconventional proposal. By the
author of Wedding Season. 25,000 first
printing.
The End We Start From Harvill Press
SOON TO BE A MAJOR MOTION
PICTURE STARRING JODIE COMER,
EXECUTIVE PRODUCED BY BENEDICT
CUMBERBATCH, AND WRITTEN BY
ALICE BIRCH (NORMAL PEOPLE)
“Engrossing, compelling.” — Naomi
Alderman, author of The Power “I was
moved, terrified, uplifted – sometimes all
three at once.” — Tracy Chevalier, author
of Girl With a Pearl Earring Publishing in
the US to a wave of critical acclaim and
nominations for two major literary prizes,
Megan Hunter’s internationally
bestselling, extraordinarily poetic debut
novel imagines new motherhood in the
midst of an all-too-possible climate change
catastrophe. A startlingly beautiful story of
a family's survival, The End We Start From
is a searing original, a modern-day parable
of rebirth and renewal, of maternal bonds,
and the instinct to survive and thrive in the
absence of all that’s familiar. As London is
submerged below floodwaters, a woman
gives birth to her first child, Z. Days later,
she and her baby are forced to leave their
home in search of safety. They head north

through a newly dangerous country seeking
refuge from place to place. Their journey
traces fear and wonder as the baby grows,
thriving and content against all the odds.
The End We Start From is an indelible and
elemental first book—a lyrical vision of the
strangeness and beauty of new
motherhood, and a tale of endurance in the
face of ungovernable change.
Emerging German-language
Novelists of the Twenty-first
Century W. W. Norton &
Company
Max, while grieving for his
criminal girlfriend Jessie,
slides into a drug-induced
oblivion, his personal and
professional descent assured.
As he probes into Jessie's
past, a sinister web of
conspiracy is drawn around
him, with a cast of
international lawyers, UNO
politicans and mass
murderers.

How German is it Grove Press
While the first decade after the fall
of the Berlin wall was marked by
the challenges of unification and the
often difficult process of
reconciling East and West German
experiences, many Germans
expected that the "new century"
would achieve "normalization." The
essays in this volume take a closer
look at Germany's new normalcy
and argue for a more nuanced
picture that considers the ruptures
as well as the continuities.
Germany's new generation of
writers is more diverse than ever
before, and their texts often not
only speak of a Germany that is
multicultural but also take a more
playful attitude toward notions of
identity. Written with an eye
toward similar and dissimilar
developments and traditions on
both sides of the Atlantic, this
volume balances overviews of
significant trends in present-day
cultural life with illustrative
analyses of individual writers and
texts.

Arcivi da angelozi Tin House Books
An amnesiac girl explores an
enchanting underground world filled
with sinister secrets in this YA
fantasy from the award-winning
author of The Lie Tree. In the
underground city of Caverna, the
world’s most skilled craftspeople
toil in the darkness to create
delicacies beyond compare—wines
that remove memories, cheeses
that make you hallucinate, and
perfumes that convince you to trust
the wearer, even as he slits your
throat. On the surface, the people
of Caverna seem ordinary, except
for one thing: their faces are as
blank as untouched snow.
Expressions must be learned, and
only the famous Facesmiths can
teach a person to express (or fake)
joy, despair, or fear—at a steep
price. Into this dark and distrustful
world comes Neverfell, a girl with
no memory of her past and a face
so terrifying to those around her
that she must always wear a mask.
Neverfell’s expressions are as
varied and dynamic as those of the
most skilled Facesmiths, except
hers are entirely genuine. And that
makes her very dangerous indeed .
. . Praise for A Face Like Glass An
ALA/ALSC Notable Children’s
Book “Hardinge is at the top of her
game with this entrancing and
action-packed adventure. Her
voluptuous prose is full of sensory
details and wildly imaginative
descriptions, yet the world-building
is controlled and gradually
revealed. . . . VERDICT A
compelling and triumphant follow-
up to The Lie Tree for those who
love to become immersed in a good
story.” —School Library Journal,
starred review “Using beautiful
prose, Hardinge builds a richly
imagined world that twists as much
as the carefully orchestrated plot.
Readers will eagerly follow noble
Neverfell through its tunnels,
marveling at the extraordinary
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sights and catching their breath at
her daring escapades.” �Booklist,
starred review “Hardinge excels at
wordplay and worldbuilding; witty
but not trite, her utterly original
setting and chaotic, fidgety
protagonist anchor a cracking good
story that raises important ideas
surrounding the nature of
friendship, the value of honesty, and
the danger of too much.” �Kirkus
Reviews, starred review
The Age of Light Bloomsbury Publishing
USA
Fast-paced and razor-sharp dark fantasy
for readers of Nicholas Eames, Anna
Smith Spark and Robert Jackson Bennett
"A fantastic book, full of wit and sharp
humor, City of Iron and Dust careens
through a modernized faerie at a
breakneck pace, full of verve and
unforgettable characters. Oakes spins a
smart, electric, and sometimes snarky
tale, showing that the beating heart of
modern fantasy is alive and well." – John
Hornor Jacobs, author of A Lush and
Seething Hell and The Incorruptibles The
Iron City is a prison, a maze, an industrial
blight. It is the result of a war that saw
the goblins grind the fae beneath their
collective boot heels. And tonight, it is
also a city that churns with life. Tonight,
a young fae is trying to make his fortune
one drug deal at a time; a goblin princess
is searching for a path between her own
dreams and others’ expectations; her
bodyguard is deciding who to kill first; an
artist is hunting for his own voice; an old
soldier is starting a new revolution; a
young rebel is finding fresh ways to fight;
and an old goblin is dreaming of
reclaiming her power over them all.
Tonight, all their stories are twisting
together, wrapped up around a single bag
of Dust—the only drug that can still fuel
fae magic—and its fate and theirs will
change the Iron City forever.

The Method Anchor
Jessie ha muerto. Se ha pegado un
tiro mientras hablaba por telefono
con Max, quien ha hecho realidad
su proyecto de vida: convertirse en
un jurista de exito. Pero entonces
reaparece Jessie en la vida de Max
y con ella su unico sentimiento
autentico: un amor sin limites hacia
la hija loca e infantil de un
traficante de drogas. Al morir
Jessie, Max abandona su trabajo y
decide pasar el resto de su vida
consumiendo cocaina. Asi comienza
Cguilas y angeles, novela escrita
con un lenguaje agil y actual, en la
que poco a poco comprendemos
que la historia de Max y Jessie
forma parte del drama de los
Balcanes. Su extrano amor es un

producto de esa cinica union entre
heroes de una guerra civil,
genocidas, traficantes de drogas y
politicos de la ONU que permiten
cosas espantosas para impedir otras
que lo son aun mas. Esta primera
novela de Juli Zeh, traducida a mas
de quince idiomas, ofrece un
panorama aterrador e impresionante
del mundo tras la caida de las
ideologias, y ha situado a su autora
entre las voces mas prometedoras
de la literatura alemana
contemporanea.
The Day of Creation: A Novel Abrams
When the lives of two strangers become
connected by the tragic loss of parents in
a hijacked Paris-New York flight, they
find themselves entangled in a web of
terror, death, and betrayal.

City of Iron and Dust Macmillan
It’s the night before the feast in the
village of Fu¨rstenfelde
(population: an odd number). The
village is asleep. Except for the
ferryman—he’s dead. And Mrs.
Kranz, the night-blind painter, who
wants to depict her village for the
first time at night. A bell-ringer and
his apprentice want to ring the
bells—the only problem is that the
bells have gone. A vixen is looking
for eggs for her young, and Mr.
Schramm is discovering more
reasons to quit life than to quit
smoking. Someone has opened the
doors to the Village Archive, but
what drives the sleepless out of
their houses is not that which was
stolen, but that which has escaped.
Old stories, myths, and fairy tales
are wandering about the streets
with the people. They come
together in a novel about a long
night, a mosaic of village life, in
which the long-established and
newcomers, the dead and the living,
craftsmen, pensioners, and noble
robbers in football shirts bump into
each other. They all want to bring
something to a close, in this night
before the feast.
The Jewish Encyclopedia Titan Books
(US, CA)
In this riveting tale we meet two couples
caught in a web of conflicting passions,
Diving instructor Sven Fiedler and his
girlfriend, Antje, who live and work on
the Spanish island of Lanzarote. When a
tourist couple—Jola, a soap opera actress,
and Theo, a stalled novelist—arrive for an
intensive two-week diving experience,
Sven is captivated by Jola’s beauty and
evident wealth. Theo suspects that Sven
and Jola have begun an affair, but oddly,

he seems to encourage them. Antje looks
on, increasingly wary of these new
clients. Cycling through different points of
view, we are constantly kept guessing
about who knows what—and who is telling
the truth. A brutal game of temptation and
manipulation unfolds, pointing toward a
violent end—but a quiet one, underwater,
beneath the waves.
Adler und Engel Gazette Printing
Company
De Leipzig � Vienne en passant par les
Balkans, une premi�re œuvre fulgurante,
un v�ritable chant du cygne nihiliste, �
la fois thriller, roman d'espionnage,
histoire d'amour... Juli Zeh fait ici le
terrible constat de la d�liquescence de
nos soci�t�s. Un vrai choc de lecture.
Jessie est morte. Elle s'est suicid�e
alors qu'elle �tait au t�l�phone avec
Max. Apr�s des ann�es d'absence, elle
avait refait surface, et Max avait
replong� dans son amour �perdu pour
cette jeune femme instable et pu�rile,
fille d'un trafiquant de drogue. Depuis
l'enfance, ce gar�on au physique ingrat
voulait devenir juriste et contribuer � un
monde meilleur. Et il y croyait. H�las ! la
d�sillusion est � la hauteur de ses
espoirs car les instances qui pr�sident
aux destin�es des hommes sont
expertes dans l'art de jeter de la poudre
aux yeux. Quand Jessie meurt, Max
quitte son job. Il reste � Leipzig, bien
d�cid� � consommer toute la coca�ne
que son corps pourra supporter. Max est
au bout du rouleau. Mais ce n'est qu'un
d�but...
The Accidental Time Machine Farrar,
Straus and Giroux
"Wir alle brauchen Autoren wie dich, die
mit der St�rke ihrer Pers�nlichkeit und
der Kraft ihres Ausdrucks gegen den
Unsinn ank�mpfen, der die Welt zu
�berschwemmen droht." Burkhard
Spinnen in einer Laudatio auf Juli Zeh
(*1974). Sie wird als politisch engagierte
Autorin wahrgenommen, die sich in
�ffentliche Debatten einmischt. Mit
"Unterleuten" hat Juli Zeh einen
vielbeachteten Gesellschaftsroman
vorgelegt: ein Bestseller, der als
Dreiteiler im ZDF filmisch adaptiert
wurde. Zeh wird zudem oftmals geehrt;
2018 erhielt sie das
Bundesverdienstkreuz. Doch Kritik und
Literaturwissenschaft begegnen der
studierten Schriftstellerin und
promovierten Juristin, deren Themen und
Plot-Konstruktionen im Vordergrund
ihrer Erz�hltexte stehen, auch skeptisch.
Komplexe Theoreme etwa der Physik
("Schilf") entwirft die Autorin im Genre
des Kriminalromans. Durchg�ngig finden
sich apokalyptische Szenerien: als
Zeitdiagnose ("Spieltrieb") oder
Vorausdeutung (wie in "Corpus Delicti"
und "Leere Herzen"). Schlussbilder und
Wendepunkte ihrer Narrationen oder
grotesken Theaterst�cke bieten
�berwiegend surreal �berzogene
Exzesse (etwa "Neujahr"), welche die
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vorigen, 'realistischen'
Psychologisierungen ihrer Figuren
auff�llig und �berraschend
konterkarieren. Der vorliegende Band
m�chte dem besonderen, ja einzigartigen
Rang Juli Zehs gerecht werden und
versammelt deshalb Essays zu
Einzelwerken, aber auch zu
�bergreifenden Fragestellungen sowie
Gesamtdeutungen ihrer bisherigen
Publikationen.

Literary Lapses Boydell & Brewer
The book discusses how culture
simultaneously shapes and is
shaped by the economy. Over the
past few years, as the world has
staggered from one financial crisis
to another, the neat separation of
economics and culture has been
consistently challenged. To
understand the current state of
affairs, it has become increasingly
necessary to understand the
conjuncture that rules the
production of value in economic
systems, how money shapes social
relations and affects discursive
practices. By discussing the
vocabulary, by understanding the
rhetoric and interpreting the
narratives, be it of crisis, austerity,
growth, welfare, neo-liberalism or
socialism, new modes of imaging
the economic system may be made
possible. The book is structured in
four chapters dealing with theory
and conjuncture ("Philosophies of
Money"), with the visual arts and
investment ("The Arts and
Finance"), with literary
representation and narrativity
("Literature and Money Matters")
and with the cognitive impact of
fiduciary representation ("Cognitive
Moneyscapes"). This collection
analyses the process whereby a
material icon invested with the
symbolical power to rule social
exchange becomes an explanatory
narrative determining the way
societies produce meaning.
Transnationalism in Contemporary
German-language Literature Walter de
Gruyter GmbH & Co KG
"Transnationalism" has become a key
term in debates in the social sciences
and humanities, reflecting concern
with today's unprecedented flows of
commodities, fashions, ideas, and
people across national borders.
Forced and unforced mobility,
intensified cross-border economic
activity due to globalization, and the
rise of trans- and supranational

organizations are just some of the
ways in which we now live both within,
across, and beyond national borders.
Literature has always been a means of
border crossing and transgression-
whether by tracing physical
movement, reflecting processes of
cultural transfer, traveling through
space and time, or mapping imaginary
realms. It is also becoming more and
more a "moving medium" that creates
a transnational space by circulating
around the world, both reflecting on
the reality of transnationalism and
participating in it. This volume refines
our understanding of transnationalism
both as a contemporary reality and as
a concept and an analytical tool.
Engaging with the work of such
writers as Christian Kracht, Ilija
Trojanow, Julya Rabinowich, Charlotte
Roche, Helene Hegemann, Antje R vic
Strubel, Juli Zeh, Friedrich D rrenmatt,
and Wolfgang Herrndorf, it builds on
the excellent work that has been done
in recent years on "minority" writers;
German-language literature,
globalization, and "world literature";
and gender and sexuality in relation to
the "nation." Contributors: Hester
Baer, Anke S. Biendarra, Claudia
Breger, Katharina Gerstenberger,
Elisabeth Herrmann, Christina
Kraenzle, Maria Mayr, Tanja Nusser,
Lars Richter, Carrie Smith-Prei, Faye
Stewart, Stuart Taberner. Elisabeth
Herrmann is Associate Professor of
German at Stockholm University.
Carrie Smith-Prei is Associate
Professor of German at the University
of Alberta. Stuart Taberner is
Professor of Contemporary German
Literature, Culture and Society at the
University of Leeds and is a Research
Associate in the Department of
Afrikaans and Dutch; German and
French at the University of the Free
State, South Africa.
Lost Dogs Penguin
NOW IN PAPERBACK-FROM THE
AUTHOR OF MARSBOUND Grad- school
dropout Matt Fuller is toiling as a lowly
research assistant at MIT when he
inadvertently creates a time machine.
With a dead-end job and a girlfriend who
left him for another man, Matt has
nothing to lose in taking a time-machine
trip himself-or so he thinks.

The Cultural Life of Money Diversion
Books
Sebastian and Oskar have been
friends since their days studying
physics at university, when both were
considered future Nobel Prize
candidates. But their lives took
divergent paths, as did their scientific
views.

�guilas y �ngeles Anchor
A prescient political and
psychological thriller ripped from
tomorrow's headlines, by one of
Germany's most celebrated
contemporary novelists A few short
years from now, the world is an
even more uncertain place than it is
today, and politics everywhere is
marching rightward: Trump is gone,
but Brexit is complete, as is Frexit.
There's a global financial crisis,
armed conflict, and mass migration,
and an ultrapopulist movement
governs in Germany. With their
democracy facing the wrecking ball,
most well-off Germans turn inward,
focusing on their own lives. Britta,
a wife, mother, and successful
businesswoman, ignores the daily
news and concentrates on her
family and her work running a clinic
specializing in suicide prevention.
But her legitimate business is
connected to a secret and far more
lucrative operation known as The
Bridge, an outfit that supplies
terrorist organizations looking to
employ suicide bombers. Using a
complex candidate-identifying
algorithm designed by Babak, a
brilliant programmer and Britta's
only employee, The Bridge has
effectively cornered the market,
and terrorism never takes place
without Britta's services—which is
why news of a thwarted suicide
attack in Leipzig comes as a shock.
Then The Bridge's database is
stolen, driving Britta, Babak, and
their latest recruit into hiding. On
their heels is a new terrorist
organization called the Empty
Hearts, a group unlike any Britta
and Babak have encountered
before. Part suspenseful thriller,
part wickedly effective social
satire, Empty Hearts is a novel for
our times, examining urgent
questions of morality, politics, and
culture and presenting a startling
vision of a future where empathy is
a thing of the past.
Dark Matter Random House
The book discusses how culture
simultaneously shapes and is
shaped by the economy. Over the
past few years, as the world has
staggered from one financial crisis
to another, the neat separation of
economics and culture has been
consistently challenged. To
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understand the current state of
affairs, it has become increasingly
necessary to understand the
conjuncture that rules the
production of value in economic
systems, how money shapes social
relations and affects discursive
practices. By discussing the
vocabulary, by understanding the
rhetoric and interpreting the
narratives, be it of crisis, austerity,
growth, welfare, neo-liberalism or
socialism, new modes of imaging
the economic system may be made
possible. The book is structured in
four chapters dealing with theory
and conjuncture (“Philosophies of
Money”), with the visual arts and
investment (“The Arts and
Finance”), with literary
representation and narrativity
(“Literature and Money Matters”)
and with the cognitive impact of
fiduciary representation (“Cognitive
Moneyscapes”). This collection
analyses the process whereby a
material icon invested with the
symbolical power to rule social
exchange becomes an explanatory
narrative determining the way
societies produce meaning.
Modern Germany Camden House
(NY)
Collection of Leacock's comic
writings. Includes such classic
stories as the man who is seized by
fear as he opens a bank account;
the awful case of the young man
who dies because he cannot tell a
lie; the astonishing tale of the baby
who ate thirteen Christmas dinners,
and many other tales that have
become part of the world's comic
literature.
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